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The Digital Lives of U.S.
Hispanics During COVID-19

The coronavirus has affected the everyday lives of U.S. Hispanics, 
who are increasingly staying home with their loved ones.

When asked if they were staying in during the coronavirus pandemic:

are self-isolating at home, without leaving at all31%

are self-isolating at home, and only go out for walks and household essentials37%

only leave home for work and return home afterwards17%

are still going out to most places, but keeping their distance from other 
people and washing their hands regularly

7%

are leading their lives as normal8%

Who are Hispanics staying home with?

39% are alone
38% are with 
their significant 
other

37% are with 
their children

26% are with 
their parents

16% are with 
their pets

INNOVATIVE WAYS TO STAY CONNECTED

37%
are streaming their 
daily activities live 

on social media

Communication

PREFERRED METHOD OF CHECKING-IN

Texting Phone Social Video Apps

46% 16% 11% 11% 10%

VIDEO CALLING

67%
are video calling 

friends and family 
during isolation

38%
use video calling 

multiple times or at 
least once a day

During COVID-19, Hispanics continue to be family-oriented, using digital channels to stay 
connected with their friends and family, with 91% regularly checking in with loved ones to see 

how they are doing via phone or electronic messaging like texting, apps, etc.

29%
watch shows or 

movies with someone 
in a different place

22%
are having dinner  
together through 

video calling

21%
send pictures of 
their work from 
home routines

17%
are doing other

innovative things
to stay connected

Media Consumption & Entertainment

Hispanic entertainment habits have changed as more and more stay in due to the
coronavirus. Consumption of digital media has increased significantly, with USH users
spending more time streaming video content or using social media than ever before.

VIDEO STREAMING

60% are spending 3 to 5 more hours 
than usual streaming video

SOCIAL MEDIA

64% are spending 2 to 5 more hours 
than usual on socia media

71% say they are watching more shows now than usual

59%

have finished 1-3 TV 
shows/series since 

the outbreak started

THE 6 MOVIES LAST WATCHED 
BY U.S. HISPANICS

1. Sonic the Hedgehog

2. Spenser Confidential

3. Frozen 2

4. Avengers

5. Spiderman

6. The Invisible Man

THE 6 TV SHOWS/SERIES LAST 
WATCHED BY U.S. HISPANICS

1. All American

2. Stranger Things

3. On My Block

4. The Office

5. Altered Carbon

6. Elite

61% of Hispanics are signed up to 2 or more video streaming services, with 

32% signing up for new services now that they’re staying at home

HISPANICS & MOTION PICTURES DURING COVID-19 

39%
are mostly watching 
movies while they 

stay at home

88%
would watch newly 
released movies at 
home if they could

85%
would pay $10-15 

to watch a new 
release at home

62%
would not go to a 

movie theater if they 
reopened right now

69%
still plan to have 

movie nights at home 
with their family

News & Content

Work

Fitness

Dating

School & Family

Self-Care

Throughout the Coronavirus crisis, Hispanics are staying up to date via digital platforms like 
social media and online publications for the latest news and information on resources

THE TOP 3 NEWS SOURCES 
USED MOST BY HISPANICS 

DURING THE OUTBREAK

1. TV News - 48%
2. Social Media - 26%
3. Online Newspaper - 19%

76%

are worried that social 
media platforms are sharing 
fake news about COVID-19

THE TOP 4 SITES VISITED MOST 
BY U.S. HISPANICS RECENTLY

1. YouTube - 61%
2. Amazon - 51%
3. Online Newspapers - 32%
4. Grocery Store Sites - 24%

Hispanic families are a close-knit group. During the outbreak, the majority 
of Hispanics are keeping the safety of their loved ones top of mind.

Caring for themselves and for loved ones is a top priority for U.S. Hispanics during this time. 
When it comes to entertainment, Hispanics do most activities with their friends and family.

U.S. Hispanics are almost evenly divided when it comes to their current work 
status, with 54% not working remotely and 46% working from home.

HOW ARE HISPANICS COPING WITH WORKING REMOTELY?

It’s easy to do but get distracted every now and then45%
Love it, I enjoy being at home and work seamlessly online from there34%
It’s very stressful as I can’t get as much as I want to done18%
Internet is not very good and have struggled to find a place to concentrate3%

Fitness is important to the majority of the U.S. Hispanic community, with 3 in 
every 4 hoping to find ways to incorporate fitness during the outbreak

are currently watching workout 
videos while being at home

48%

are looking for ways to incorporate 
fitness while staying at home

69%

In spite of the social challenges surrounding COVID-19, 1 in every 3 Hispanic 
people (37%) says they are currently using online dating apps.

HOW DO HISPANICS FEEL ABOUT DATING ONLINE DURING THIS TIME?

This is a perfect time to connect and get to know a person 
emotionally without the physical part

43%

I am using online dating during this time because I’m bored35%
Online dating right now is useless if I can’t see the other person15%
I don’t care about the outbreak and would continue to online 
date during this time, meeting at their place or mine

7%

ONLINE TOOLS FOR SCHOOL

69%
of Hispanics parents 

say their kids are 
using online tools to 

study for school

31%
of Hispanics parents 
say their kids are not 
using online tools to 

study for school of Hispanics say that the most 
important thing to them during this 
time is that their family stays safe

52%

SELF-CARE & WELLNESS ACTIVITIES 
HISPANICS ARE DOING DURING 

THE CORONAVIRUS CRISIS

1. Staying Home

2. Exercising/Walking

3. Cleaning

4. Eating

5. Reading

 SOCIAL ACTIVITIES HISPANICS 
ARE DOING TOGETHER WITH 

FAMILY OR FRIENDS

1. Watching Movies or TV

2. Playing Video Games

3. Playing Board Games

4. Video Chats

5. Cooking

26% have lost their job because of the outbreak


